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ABSTRACT 

·The occurrence and significance of complex characteristics in two-phase flow equation 

svstems (!re clarified :bv a detailed analysis of separated two-phase flow between .two parallel 

plates. The basic .system of one-dimensional, two-phase flow equations for this problem 

possesses complex characteristics, exhibits unbounded instabilities in the short-wavelength 

limit, and constitutes an improperly posed initial value problem. These difficulties have led 

some workers to propose major modifications to the basic equation system. The relatively 

minor modification of introducing surface tension is shown to be sufficient to render the 

characteristics real, to stabilize short-wavelength disturbances, and to produce a properly 

posed problem. For a given value of the surface tension, the basic equation system thus 

modified is shown to predict correctly the evolution of small-amplitude disturbances having 

wavelengths long compared to the plate spacing. A formula is given for the artificial surface 

tension necessary to stabilize wavelengths of the. order of the mesh spacing in: a 

finite-difference numerical calculation. A brief discussion is given concerning the expected 

behavior of surface tension as compared to viscosity in the nonlinear regime. The general 

relationship between characteristics and stability is discussed in Appendix A. 
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CHARACTERISTICS, STARTLITY, AND SHORT-WAVELENGTH 

PHENOMENA IN TWO-PHASE FLOW EQUATION SYSTEMS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, much confusion has arisen. in connection with the problt:Jll of wmplex 

characteristics in two-phase flow equation systems[ 11 .·The problem may be illustrated by 

considering the case of separated two-phase flow between two parallel plates in zero gravity, 

as represented in Figure 1. For simplicity, the fluids are assumed inviscid and barotropic, 

with no mass exchange between them. The most straightforward way to describe this 

situation would be to apply to each phase the well-established one-dimensional equations 

f~r flow in a variable.arefl rluct[ 2 ]. This approach leads at once to the following system of 

two-phase flow equations: 

H 

77777?//777777777 
AIIIC-A-4375 

Fig. 1 Geometry of separated two-phase flow between two parallel plates. 

a 
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+_a_ (a.p,u~) + ~ 0 (i 1,2) at 1 1 1 ax . 1 1 1 ai ax (2) 

a
1 

+ a
2 

= 1 (3) 

where ~r, pi, and ui are, respectively, the volume fraction, density, and velocity of phase i, 

and p is the pressure; all of these quanitites are functions of the distance x and the timet. 

Equations (1) to (3) will be referred to as the basic equation system. 



Equations (I) to "(3) are now widely recognized to possess complex characteristics[ I]. 

(The term "characteristics" is used here in accord with standard mathematical 

terminology [ 3 '4 ] and is explained in Appendix A.) Consequently, the solutions are unstable 

at very short wavelengths, and the equations constitute an improperly posed initial-value 

problem (further discussion is given in Appendix A). However, orJmions differ as to Lite 

correct interpretation of these facts and the proper course of action 1]. 

Some workers have intimated that complex .characteristics are necessary to the 

description of phys;cal mstabilities[ 1 l. This uelit:i' is shown to be crroneout:; il avvarently 

stems from confusion about the relation between characteristics and stability. This relation 

is discussed in Appendix A, where characteristics and stability are, in general, shown to be. 

related only in the limit of large frequency and short wavelenglh. 

One might instead adopt the related, but less extreme, position that equations having 

complex characteristics may correctly describe physical instabilities. This view, when 

properly qualified, is correct; but the qualification is a rather serious one: the wavelengths 

involved must be sufficiently long. Equations having complex characteristics can indeed 

provide a correct description of long-waveleneth physical instabilities; Equations (l) to (3) 

themselves are of this type. However, in all such cases, the results will become mcreasingly 

t'W)Ilf':(lll<; i!S the wavelength is decreased. Eyentually' at short enough wavelengths, 

t:4u<1tions having complex characteristics will preciic:t unphysical instahilities. 

Probably the majority of investigators believe that in two-phase flow, as in other areas 

of physics and engin·eering science, physical phenomena should find their mathematical 

expression in terms of properly posed problems[ 4 ,5]. Then Equations (l) to (3) must be 

incomplete or incorrect in some essential physical respect, and one may expect that when 

their physic::~! deficiencies arc corrected, their characteristics will become real. The authors 

of this report share this view, but differ from some of its other adherents in the type of 

recommended modifications to Equations ( l) to (3). This report shows that the complex 

charad~ri:>tics and their attendant difficulties can be removed simply by including known 

physical effects which, while for the most part negligible, become important at short 

wavelengths (or high frequencies, or both). The inclusion of such effects does not alter the 

behavior of the equation system at long wavelengths. This point is important because, as will 

be seen, Equations (l) to (3) as they sti!nrl predict correct long-wavelength behavior for the . 

case of small perturbations about a uniform steady state solution. Other authors, 

disregarding this fact, have proposed modifications to Equations (l) to (3) which alter their 

behavior at both short and long wavelengths. The most common examples of such 

modifications are (a) modifying the pressure gradient term in Equation (2) to read 

o(oqp)/ax[ 1 ,61, and (b) addition of first-order differential terms, nominally representing 

. various interface forces, to the right-hand side of Equation (2) [ 7].-

The particular short-wavelength physical effect considered in this report is that of 

surface tension. This effect was chosen primarily for .reasons of mathematical simplicity. 

Other short-wavelength effects, viscosity in particular, give rise to similar behavior but ·are 

much more difficult to treat rigorously in connection with the exact two-dimensional 

analysis of Section IV. 
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When surface tension is introduced into E4ualiuns ( 1) to (3), the characteristics are 

rendered real, short-wavelength disturbances are stabilized, and the initial-value problem 

becomes properly posed. Since the effect of surface tension is confined to short 

wavelengths, the resulting equation system predicts that long wavelengths remain unstable, 

and it allows such instabilities to be calculated. This long-wavelength instability is physical 

in nature; it is simply the familiar classical Helmholtz instability, oc:c.mring in ::~ hnnnd.;:d 

region. In fact, much of the present motivation and development exploits this 

correspondence. The conventional Helmholtz problem is known to be ill posed in the 

absence of surface tension ~nd well posed when surface tension is included [ 8 l ,which in the 

one-dimensional, two-phase description corresponds to complex and real characteristics, 

respectively. In addition, the exact solution of the Helmholtz problem between two parallel 

plates including surface tension can readily be obtained by standard methods and used for 

comparison ~ith the results of the one-dimensional, two-phase equations. 

The remainder of the report is organized as follows. In Section II, the basic equation 

system is generalized to allow for· surface tension, and the characteristics are then shown to 

become real. In Section Ill, a linear stability analysis of the equation system il'lcluding 

·.surface tension is performed. If the surface tension a is zero, then all wavelengths are found 

to be unstable, and the problem is ill posed; whereas if a>O, short wavelengths are stable, 

and the problem is well posed. In ~ection IV, the problem of separated two-phase flow is 

considered as a classical Helmholtz instability occurring in a bounded region. The results of 

an exact two-dimensional stability analysis, including the effect of surface tension, are 

summarized and compared with the results of Section Ill. The results of Sections III and IV 

are in agreement, for an arbitrary value of a. (a;;;;:. 0), provided that the wavelength is long 

compared to the plate spacing. A brief discussion of numerical considerations is given in 

Section V. Section VI contains a few concluding remarks including comments about the 

expected behavior of surface tension as compared to viscosity in the nonlinear regime . 

. Appendix A discusses the connection between characteristics and stability for a general 

system of first-order, quasi-linear partial differential equations in the independent variables 

x and t. 
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II. ADDITION OF SURFACE TENSION TO 

THE BASIC EQUATION SYSTEM 

The P.ffP.ct of snrf<~r.P. tP.nsion r.::~n e::~sily he incorporated into Equations (I) to (3) by 

Tegarding the two phases as having slightly different pressures, the two pressures being 

coupled by the usual surface tension interface condition. Thus: 

.L +.L 
. 2 

(a ip i l,li) (a.P.u.) + a 
:Jt ax 1 J. J. i 

a1 + a2 = 

0 

dp. 
__ 1 = 
ox 

1 

a 

R 

0 

(i 1' 2) (4) 

(i 1' 2) 
(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

where P; ·is the pressure of phase i, a is the surface tension, and R is the radius of curvature 

of the interface, given. by 

1 

R 

and where H is the plate spacing. 

(8) 

The assumption is· made that H2(aa 1/i.lx)2 << I since if such is not the case, the 

one-dimensional, variable-area-duct equations on which Equations (I) to (3) were based 

become unrealistic anyway~ By combining Equations (7) and (8) under this assumption, the 

following i~ ohtained: 

- a 

Equations ( 4 ), (5), (6), and (9) are referred to as the sigma equation system. 

In order to determine the characteristics of the sigma equation system, the system 

must be converted to first-order form. This conversion can be done by means of the 

substitution (3= aa 1;ax, so that Equation (9) is replaced by the equations 

p -
1 P2 + a H..£.§. 

ax 
0 (I 0) 

aa1 
f3 0 . 

dX 
(11) 
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A 

The two phases are assumed barotropic, so 

p. = f. (p.) 
l. l. l. 

(i = 1,2) (12) 

where the functions fi may be considered known. The algebraic Relations (6) anp (12) may 

be used to eliminatt:< a 2, p 1, and p
2 

as dependent variables. When these variables have been 

eliminated, the equation system may be written in matrix form as follows: 

av av - "' A·-+B.-+c 
at ax --

0 (13) 

where v is a column vector of dependent variables: 
...... 

v 
"' 

(14) 

(the superscript T denoting the matrix transpose), A and Bare matrices: 

' ,. 
/ 0\ I 0:1 

/'2 0 0 0 p1 

I c1 

i 0:2 \ I 0 
2 

0 0 -P2· 0 

l c2 

\ 0 0 0:11\ 0 0 0 

(IS) 

0 0 0 o:2p2 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ·o 0 
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B 

I 
I 

\ ·'a. u 
I__!___!_ 

/ 2 
0 a.lpl 0 plul 0 \ 

I cl \ I 
f \ r 

j 

I a.2u2 =:'~ 

' 0 0 a.2p 2 -p 2u2 0 \ I 2 
j c2. 

\ 
I 

' i 
~; 

f 
j 

a.l ·o a.lpl ul 0 0 0 
f \1 
! 

I !. 

(16) 

·1 
0 0.2 0 a.2p 2u2 0 0 

~ 
l 

t 
, 

f 

I 
\ 

\ 
~-

0 0 0 0 0 I 
.. 1 aH , 

t 

"\ 
F. 1 . ... 
\ l 
\ 0 0 0 0 1 0 I ·~ 

' \ 
'-. l ~- ,, 

\ 

I ! 

in which ci denotes the sound speed (dpi I dpi)l/2 of phase i, to be evaluated from Equation 

(12), and ~;: is a "source" vector: -

( 
. T 

0, 0, 0, 0, p
1 

- p
2

, -S) . (17) 

0 (18) 

Equation ( 18) has six roots JJ., which are readily obtained by virtue of the fact that the 

equation can be analytically factored. The roots are zero (twice), (u 1 ± c
1
rl, and (u

2
± 

c2r 
1. The preceding analysis applies, of course, only if a =I= 0. Thus, the sigma equation 

system, with a =I= 0; has real characteristics. 

The basic equation system (a = 0) requires a separate characteristic analysis. This 

analysis can be carried out analytically only for the incompressible case (p 1 = constant, p 2 = 

constant): the compressible case must be solved numerically. In both cases, the characteristics 

are complex [ l] . Thus, the introduction of surface tension into the basic equation system 

has the effect of changing the characteristics from complex to real. 
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III. LINEAR STABILITY ANAL. YSIS OF THE 

SIGMA EQUATION SYSTEM 

A linear stability analysis of the sigma equation system can be performed analytically 

for the case of incompressible flow· (p 1 = constant, P2 = constant) and an unperturbed 

solution having space and time derivatives of zero (that is, a uniform steady state). For 

incompressible flow, the equation system becomes 

()a. aa. au. 
__ 1 + __ 1 + 1 

u. a 
CJt 1 ax i ax 

au. au. Clp. __ , + 1 1 
u. -a-+ -a-· 

CJt 1 X X 

0 

u (i 

1 

2 a a
1 

crH --
2 

ax 

(i 1' 2) (19) 

1' 2) (20). 

. (21) 

(22) 

where Pi= Pi I Pi· To perform the stability analysis, each dependent variable v is replaced by 

v + v' exp[i(kx ~ wt)], and the resulting equations are linearized with resP.ect to the primed 

quantities. The assumption of a uniform steady state unperturbed solution means that vis 

independent of x and t. The result of this replacement is 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

Equations (23) to'(27) are a linear homogeneous system in the variables p}, 1>2, u i, u2, and O:t· 
For. a nontrivial solution to exist, the· determinant of coefficients must vanish. This 

condition leads to the equation 
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0 (28) 

which determines the dispersion relations w(k). The solutions of Equation (28) are 

w 

+ 
(29) 

The criterion for stability is Im(w):;;;;; 0 for all roots w. In the present case, complex roots 

occur in conjugate pairs, so that w Iimst be purely real for stability. Equation (29) shows 

that instability results if the quantity under the radical is negative, whereas stability results 

if it is positive. or zero. The. condition for stability is therefore: 

(30) 

Unlike the characteristic analysis of the preceding section, the stability analysis is valid 

for an arbitrary value of a = 0. As a consequence, this analysis yields valuable information 

about both the sigma equation system and the basic equation system. 

The trivial case u 1 = u2 is disposed of at the outset. In this case, stability is obtained · 

for all wavelengths and all values of a~ b. Henceforth, u 1 is assumed unequal to u2. 

By setting a = 0 in Equation (30), all wavelengths are seen to be unstable in the bask 

equation system. For the sigma equation system a is greater than zero, and Equation (30) 

· shows that very short wavelengths (large k) are stable, whereas very long wavelengths (small 

k) are unstable. For convenience, a critical wave number kc is defined by. the equality sign in 

Equation (30): 

(31) 

Wavelengths longer than 2rr/kc are unstable, whereas wavelengths shorter than or equal to 

2rr/kc are stable. As will be verified in the next section, the instability at long wavelengths is 

simply the well known Helmholtz instability. 

Inspection of Equation (29) shows explicitly that the basic equation system and the 

sigma equation system exhibit virtually identical behavior when k<< kc; for in this case, the 

first term under the radical'becomes negligible compared to the second and may be omitted, 
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just as though a were zero. Ther~fore, for wavelengths long compared to 2rr/kc, the physical 

Helmholtz instability may be correctly calculated with either equation system. Thus, an 

equation system having complex characteristics can correctly predict long-wavelength 

physical instabilities. 

At shorter wavelengths, however, the dispersion relation given by Equation (29), for a 

given value of a > 0, begins to differ appreciably from that for a = 0. Eventually, at 

wavelengths shorter than 2rr/kc, the two equation systems predict totally different behavior, 

the sigma system predicting stability and the basic system predicting instability. Now the 

sigma equation system is clearly physically the more realistic because surface tension is a 

real physical effect which should. be included in a complete physical· description. Therefore, 

the inference that the basic equation system exhibits incorrect and unphysical behavior at 

short wavelengths is justified (in particular, unphysical instability for k > kc). This 

unphysical behavior, like the complex characteristics, results from the unwarranted neglect 

of surface tension (or other short-wavelength effects, such as viscosity). 

The growth factor corresponding to Equation (29) is 

G(k, t) 
Im(w)t 

e . (32) 

When w is complex, the positive sign in Equation (29) is the sign which corresponds to 

growth. By setting a= 0 in Equation (29): 

Im(w) 
k \u

1 
- u

2 
\ 

a.2pl + a.lp2 
(33) 

for the basic equation system. For the sigma equation system a> 0, and the corresponding 

result is 

0 if 

Im(w) = 

k 

k > k 
c 

(34) 

Now the essence of a well posed problem is that, for a given timet, G(k,t) be bounded with 

respect to the wavenumber k in the interval 0 ~ k < oo18], which in turn requires that 

Im (w) be bounded with respect to k, which is true for Equation (34) but not for Equation 

(33). Thus, the. basic eq~ation system is shown to represent an improperly posed problem, 

whereas the sigma equation system represents a well posed problem. The fact that the basic 

equation system constitutes an improperly posed problem rriay indeed be regarded as due to 

a physical deficiency in the system - the failure to account for surface tension (or other 

short-wavelength effects). 
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IV. EXACT TWO-DIMENSIONAL STABILITY ANALYSIS 

The conventional equations of multidimensional fluid dynamics are used in this 

. section to analyze the behavior of separated two-phase flow between parallel plates 

including surface tension. The physical validity of the basic equations is well established, so 

that the results of the analysis can confidently be regarded as correct and can, therefore, be 

used to check the predictions of the one-dimensional, two-phase equations. 

As in the preceding section, the tluids are assumed mcomprcss1blc, and the motiOn of 

small perturbations about a uniform steady state solution is examined. The necessary 

mathematical development differs only slightly from that in Article 232 of Lamb[9] and 

hence will not be given in detail. Instead, only the modifications to Lamb's development 

which nre necessnry to trent the cnse of present interest nre indicnted. 

The pressure interface con.dition is modified by adding the term a a2T//ax2 to the 

left-hand side of Lamb's Equation (4) to allow for the presence of surface tension. The 

second modification is to allow for the finite depth of the two fluids by replacing the 

factors ekYand e-ky in Lamb's Equation (5) by the factors cosh[k(y + a 1H)] and cosh 

[ k(y - a 2H)] , respectively. The third modification is to set g = 0. The equation which then 

results in place of Lamb's Equation (9) is (in the notation of the present report): 

2 + a
2

p
1

[a
1

kH coth (a
1

kH)] (ku
1

- w) 

crH k
4 

- ala2 0 . 

(35) 

Equation (35) determines the exact dispersion relations w(k) for the physical problem 

under consideration. The validity of the sigma equation system may now be investigated by 

companng .bquatwn {:L8) with Equation (3)). Since x coth x ~ l for U < x << 1, Equation 

(35) reduces to Equation (28) in the limit kH << 1 (that is, when the wavelength is long 

wmpared to the spacing). In this limit, therefore, the sigma equation system exhibits 

correct physical behavior, at least with regard to small perturbations about a uniform steady 

state solution. When a is set equal to zero in Equations (28) and (35), the basic equation 

system is seen to exhibit correct physical behavior in the hypothetical case when the surface 

tension is identically zero. In this latter case, the problem is well known to be improperly 

posed, and the basic equation system appropriately reflects this behavior. In the case a> 0, 

the problem is well posed [as can explicitly be verified by solving Equation (35) for lm(w)], 

and the sigma equation system reflects this behavior, even though it becomes quantitatively 

incorrect at short wavele11gths. 
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The failure of the sigma ·equation system at wavelengths comparable to the plate 

spacing was anticipated in the remark following Equation (8). It occurs because at such 

wavelengths the flow becomes essentially two dimensional in character and can no longer be 

described by a one-dimensional equation system. 

The fact that the sigma equation system exhibits correct physical behavior when 

kH << 1 places severe restrictions on the form of any further modifications to the system. 

In particular, any additional "interface force" term~ added to the momentum equations 

must be such as to yield a vanishing contribution, except possibly at short wavelengths, in 

the problem of small perturbations about a uniform steady state solution. 

However, a possible exception to this restriction should be mentioned. Such a 

restriction would clearly not apply if the objective were to obtain an equation system which 

does not attempt· to describe small-amplitude disturbances correctly, but seeks instead to 

describe the average behavior of a "fully developed" two-phase flow in which apparently 

random motions reminiscent ofturbulence appear to be superimposed on a slowly varying 

deterministic mean motion. This objective is indeed worthy but also uncommonly difficult, 

probably as difficult as that of constructing a complete theory of turbulence directly from 

the Navier-Stokes equations. In the present report, attention has been implicitly restricted 

to the problem of obtaining a satisfactory system of equations to describe the instantaneous 

motions in separated two-phase flow. 
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V. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Use of the sigma equation system to calculate a long-wavelength instability by a 

finite-difference numerical pi·ocedure is considered. If the wavelength of interest is long 

compared with 2-rr/kc., whether the sigma equation system or the basic equation system is 

used is immaterial because both exhibit the same behavior for k << kc. However, this 

statement implicitly assumes that care is taken not to introduce perturbations at other 

wavelengths having growth rates larger than that of the wavelength of interest. As 

Richtmyer and Morton .. [ 8 l point out, the finite difference representation itself effectively 

introduces perturbations with wavelengths of the order of the mesh spacing 6x. Thus, 

instabilities at wavelengths of order 6x can not be tolerated in a finite-difference 

calculation. This operational numerical constraint must be observed regardless of the 

equation system being used. Since all wavelengths, including those of order 6x, are unstable 

for the basic equation system, we would not expect to be able to successfully calculate even 

a long-wavelength instability using this system without introducing some artificial stabilizing 

effect at wavelength of order 6x. 

In the sigma equation system, wavelengths of order 6x may or may not be unstable, 

depending upon the magnitudes of 6x and a and the values of the flow variables [Equation 

(30)] _ In practice, for typical values of 6x and the t1ow variables and typical physical 

surface tensions, wavelengths of order 6x are still unstable; the stability condition 

[Equation (30)] is not satisfied until wavelengths considerably shorter than 6x are reached_ 

The ideal solution to this problem would be to reduce 6x until it becomes comparable to 

the (very small) value 2rr/kc. Unfortunately, reducing 6x to this extent will not ordinarily 

be economically feasible. Thus, even when the sigma equation system is used, introduction 

of an artificial stabilizing effect for wavelengths of order 6x will ordinarily be necessary. 

The most straightforward way of introducing an artificial stabilizing effect would be 

to define an artificial surface tension a*, as suggested by Teller (quoted by Richtmyer and 

Morton[8] ). The magnitude of a* would be chosen in accordance with Equation (30) to be 

just sufficient to stabilize wavelengths of order 6x. By setting k == rr/6x (the smallest 

wavelength which qn be represented in the mesh is 26x), the following formula for a* from 

Equation (30) is obtained: 

cr* 
(36) 

where C is a dimensionless constant "safety factor" which should probably be set slightly 

larger than unity. As implied, a* is typically much larger than physical values of the surface 

tension. Thus, even if initially the sigma equation system is used, the true surface tension 

can be neglected in comparison with the artificial one. 

The preceding considerations suggest that the numerical calculations be performed 

using the sigma equation system with a replaced with a*, regardless of whether the sigma 
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equation system or the basic equation system was originally advocated. From this point of 

view, which system was originally preferred does not seem to matter. However, from a more 

fundamental .point of view, the system originally preferred does matter. If use of the basic 

equation system having complex characteristics had been advocated, we would effectively 

be switching to a different equation system having real characteristics at the point when a* 

was introduced, regardless of the' fact that it is introduced for a purely numerical reason. 

Of course the use of a* is not a unique way to achieve the desired stabilization of 

wavelengths of order 6x. Other artificial terms based on physical effects (for example, 

artificial viscosity or mass diffusion) lead to similar results. In addition, certain methods of 

differencing (in particular, "donor cells" or "upwind" differencing) themselves are well 

known to introduce an· artifi~ial stabilizing effect[ 1 O,ll 1, even though no additional 

stabilizing term has ·explicitly been put in. If such a differencing method is used, one may 

indeed be able to perform calculations in which the governing equations, which have 

complex characteristics, are apparently those of the basic equation system. However, an 

analysis of the differencing truncation errors would reveal the effective presence of a 

stabilizing term which, if it were included in the characteristic and stability analyses, would 

render the characteristics real and stabilize short-wavelength disturbances . 

. Finally, n.ote should be .taken of the fact that in particular special cases, calculations 

may be performed using the basic equation system with no artificial stabilizing effects of 

any kind, provided the entire calculation is finished before appreciable error growth has a 

chance to occur. This approach is clearly unsuitable for general use because it will work for 

calculations over "short" intervals in problem time, where the precise meaning of "short" is 

not known a priori. 
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In seeking to clarify the interrelationships of characte_ristics, stability, and short

wavelength phenomena in two-phase flow, consideration has been limited to a detailed 

analysis of the effect of surface tension. This particular short-wavelength effect was chosen 

primarily for convenience in the theoretical development. To physically include surface 

tension without also including viscosity is probably unreasonable, although to include 

viscosity and neglect surface tension might be· reasonable. However, if an attempt had been 

made to analyze the effect of viscosity, an exact two-dimensional solution would not have 

been attained. Although the analysis of Sections II and III would not have been hindered 

and would have led to very similar results, the exact two-dimensional results of Section IV 

could not have been obtained because of the inapplicability of potential flow theory to 

viscous fluids. (In addition, the presence of viscosity would cause the velocity to vary much 

more over a cross-sectional plime perpendicular to the flow direction, which would make the 

variable-area equations on which our basic equations were based somewhat less satisfactory.) 

Nevertheless, for the purpose of obtaining a two-phase flow equation system suitable 

for actual numerical calculations, reason exists to believe that viscosity is a more appropriate 

effect to include, than is surface tension, because viscosity is a dissipative effect, whereas 

surface tension is not[ l2]. Although surface tension exerts a stabilizing effect, it exerts no 

damping, and intuitively damping seems necessary for the equation system to be stable in 

some nonlinear sense. When a small perturbation of a given wavelength is introduced, the 

perturbation· grows in accordance with the linear stability theory until its amplitude 

becomes so large that nonlinear terms become important. These nonlinear terms can be 

viewed as having the effect of transferring energy from the original wavelength into other 

wavelengths. Eventually, the entire wavelength spectrum becomes excited, and energy finds 

its way into the small stable wavelengths. In the case of surface tension, these wavelengths 

are stable but they are not damped. Their amplitude will, therefore, grow (not because of 

instability but because energy is being transferred into them from other wavelengths). When 

their amplitudes become large enough, the nonlinear terms will again come into play and 

will begin to transfer energy back out of the stable short wavelengths into the unstable 

longer wavelengths. Thus, in the nonlinear regime, all wavelengths would be expected to 

continue growing indefinitely 
1 

which is physically unacceptable because real physical 

systems are dissipative. Thus, the sigma equation system, although unquestionably more 

physical than the basic system, appears likely to exhibit unphysical behavior in the 

nonlinear regime. 

In the case of viscosity, however, the short wavelengths are actually damped so that 

once kinetic energy is transferred into them, it is dissipated as heat and effectively removed · 

from the system. Thus, a sink exists in the spectrum at short wavelengths whereby kinetic 

energy can leave the system. A situation can be pictured, reminiscent of turbulence in which 

energy is continually being extnicted from the mean motion, transferred in a cascade 

process to shorter and shorter wavelengths and ultimately dissipated in the very short 

wavelengths to heat. No wavelength in the spectrum will then grow indefinitely; its 

amplitude will reach an equilibrium in which the rate at which it acquires energy directly, as 

a result of its instability, is equal to the net rate at which it transfers energy to other 

wavelengths. 
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Although speculative in nature,· the preceding remarks suggest that the primary 

usefulness of the sigma equation system is more likely to be theoretical, as in the present 

report, than practical. One suspects a priori that the equation system obtained by 

incorporating viscosity into the basic equation system \¥Ould give a better representation of 

physical reality in the nonlinear regime and hence be more suitable for practical 

applications. 

The. preceding qualitative remarks also suggest that methods and concepts from 

turbulence theory may prove useful in formulating a theory of the average behavior of 

"fully developed" two-phase flow, as discussed at the end of Section IV. The authors are 

currently considering this possibility. 

Finally, we remark that much_ of the concern over complex characteristics in 

two-phase flow appears to have been due to the fact that characteristics and stability, 

although not unrelated as shown in Appendix A, are in reality two separate concepts which 

should not be confused. Indeed, in a practical sense, characteristics are largely irrelevant; it 

is stability. about which one should be most concerned when analyzing the behavior of 

equation systems. As discussed at the end of Section . III, it js stability ratijer than 

characteristics which is directly related to the question of well posedness. Theorems relating 

characteristics to well posedness typically restrict attention to the c:ase of constant 

coefficients (for example, Lax[ 13] ), in which stability and characteristics. are trivially 

equivalent as shown in Appendix A. If attention had been focused at the outset on stability 

rather than characteristics in two-phase flow; realization might have come more quickly that 

the single most essential modification to the basic equation system is the introduction of 

short-wavelength effects such as surface te.nsion or viscosity. In retrospect, this modification 

is clearly suggested by the well known fact that such effects are sufficient to stabilize short 

wavelengths and produce properly posed problems in other contexts[8]_ 
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APPENDIX A 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHARACTERISTICS AND STABILITY 

In this appendix, the relation between characteristics and stability for a system of n 

first-order, quasi-linear partial differential equations of the form 

av av 
A(~). · a: + B(~) ..,"' + c(v) 

oX ,....., "'. 
0 (A-1) 

is clarified. In Equation (A-1), vis an-dimensional coluinn vector Of dependent variables, A· 
"' . 

and B are n x n. square matrices, and cis an-dimensional source vector. The elements of A, 

B, and care· unspecified functions of the components. of v. 
~ "' 

The characteristic roots f.1 of the system [Equation (A-1)] (which for brevity are 

referred to as characteristics throughout the report) are defined by the equation 

det (A - ~B) = ·o . · · (A-2) 

(The source vector c is by definition not. included in the characteristic a·n~lysis .. ). ';·:.: 
~ . 

The characteristics f.1 defined by Equation (A-2) are the reciprocals of those 

customarily used[A-l ,-21. The reason for this choice is that if one of the matrices is 

singular, it will usually be A rather than B. If A is singular· and B is nonsingular, Equation 

(A-2) still possesses n roots. Some of these roots may be zero. If so, the corresponding 

reciprocal roots 'A = 1/f.l are infinite and would not be obtained by solving the equation 

det ('AA -B) = 0. 

Next, the local linear stability-behavior of Equation (A-1) is examined. To do so,x_is · 

replaced by v + ov, and the result is.linearized with respect to ov, resulting in 
~ ~ . -

Equation (A-3) describes small perturbations o_y_ about an unperturbed solution with 

instantaneous values of v, av/at, and avjax. These instantaneous values are treated as -· -,.. 

· · .constants· and ·a solution of. the form 

(AA) 
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is assumed. Equation (A-3) then becomes 

+ (6v . lB.) 
-o ax 

av 
-=:: + 6v 
ax --o 

av 
~ 

6v + (6v -o ,.._o 

(A-5) 

ac 
0. 

Equation (A-5) is a homogeneous linear system in the components of 8~ 0 . In order for a 

nontrivial solution to exist, the determinant of the coefficient matrix must vanish. The 

dispersion relations w(k) are, therefore, determined by 

det ( - iwA + fk B + D) 0 (A-6) 

where 

( .M.. 
(l~ '1' 

c1li 
Cl:f.. T ac T ,._ 

D . ) + ) + ( -n ) (A-7) 
dV at av ax oy ...... -

with the superscript T denoting the matrix transpose. If w(k) is assumed nonzero, Equation 

(A-6) may be rewritten as 

. ( k . ) 
det A - ; B + ~ D. o. 

B~cause of the presence of i in Equation (A-8), the complex roots w (k) corresponding to a 

given real value of k need not occur in conjugate pairs. Inspection of Equation (A-4) shows 

that the condition for stability is that Im(w) be~ 0 for all roots w. 

Comparison of Equation (A-2) and (A-8) shows that the characteristics and stability 

questions differ because of the presence of D in Equation (A 8). If D were zero, the 

dispersion relations could be obtained from the characteristics simply by equating (k/w) to 

J..L. Equation (A-7) shows that D equals zero trivially when A. B. and c are constants 
. -

independent of:!.: When A or B depend on~' a nonzero D will result when the unperturbed 

solution is not constant in time or space. A nonzero D will also result if the source vector c 

is nonzero and depends upon ~ 

Thus, if the equation system has real characteristics and no source terms, then a 

uniform steady state solution is necessarily stable with respect to small disturbances. This 

stability is neutral -small disturbances neither grow nor decay with time. However, when D 

=I= 0, real characteristics are not sufficient to ensure stability; this fact explains how systems 

With real characterictics can exhibit physical instabilities and clearly indicates that complex 

characteristics are not necessary to describe such instabilities. 
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Although stability and characteristics are not related in general, they become 

essentially equivalent (with an exception to be noted) in the limit of very high frequencies 

(large w ). This equivalence can be seen intuitively by inspection of Equation (A-8), where D 

is seen to be multiplied by 1 I w. This intuitive expectation may be made rigorous by means of 

a theorem due to Ostrowski[A-3]. If the assumption is made that k/lw(k)l approaches a 

finite limit ask .. oo, as 1s invariably tne case, Ostrowski's theorem then implies that 

lim I 
k -+ 00 

k 
~ -- I w 

0 (A-9) 

where f1 is the characteristic root corresponding to the stability root k/w. Equation (~-9) 

shows that the characteristic and stability roots become arbitrarily close together in the 

limit of large k. First, the case for which f1 is. real is considered. Equation (A-9) _then implies 

that as k .. oo, the imaginary part of k/ w approaches zero, whereas the real part approaches f1. 

Thus, provided f1 =I= 0, the imaginary part of w becomes small compared to the real part as 

k .. oo, so that if unstable growth occurs at all, it occurs at worst on a time scale much slower 

(in the limit, infinitely slower) than the period of the harmonic oscillations. In this sense, 

the motion may be regarded. as almost stable; thus, if all the characteristic roots f1 are real 

and nonzero, then the motion is either stable or almost stable at very short wavelengths. 

However, if f1 = 0 for one or more roots this conclusion does not follow, and no 

information is available about the growth rate of any residual instabilities which may remain 

as k .. oo, regardless of the fact that all the f1 are real. The case f1 = 0 is thus the exception to 

the relation between characteristics and stability which was referred to previously. As seen 

in Section II, the sigma equation system is of this type. One might be tempted too 

conjecture, on the basis of the results of Section III, that stability at very short wavelengths 

results when all the f1 are real even if some of them are zero. Such a conjecture cannot be 

correct without qualification, however; a counterexample is provided by considering· a to be · 

negative. If a < 0, the characteristic analysis of Section II is unaltered, but an unbounded 

instability is introduced as k .. oo [Equation (29) of the body of this report]. 

In the case for which f1 is complex (/1 = f1R + i f1I, f1I, =I= 0), Equation (A-9) implies that 

the imaginary part of k/w approaches f1I ask .. oo; that is: 

lim 

[ 
- Im(~)k J 

,. lwl 
= ~I 

: ': 

But k/ lw i is assumed to approach a finite limit, which may be positive or zero, as k .. 00. 

Thus, lw12/k .. + oo ask .. oo. Since thecomplexcharacteristicsoccurin conjugate pairs, f1I 

may be considered negative. Equation (A-10) then implies that Im (w) .. + oo ask .. 00. Thus, 

an instability results at very short wavelengths; moreover, the growth rate is unbounded as 

. k-+oo so that the problemisimproperly posed. 
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The preceding analysis applies only when the derivatives ~/qt and E._v/ax of the 

unperturbed solution are finite; otherwise D/w in Equation (A-8) can not be made 

arbitrarily small by increasing k. Unbounded derivatives appear to be the reason the usual 

equations of inviscid incompressible single-phase fluid dynamics, whose characteristics are 

real, can predict instability as k .. oo in the classical Helmholtz problem with zero surface 

tension: the density and velocity are discontinuous at the interface so that the unperturbed 

solution has infinite space derivatives. 

Tltt: t.kvdupment p.resented ln this appt'.ndix h<'ls hccn huscd upon a type of stability 

analysis which we refer to as local linear stability analysis. The adjective "local" refers to the 

fact that the. coefficients in the linearized Equation (A-3) were treated as constants in order 

to admit solutions of the form given in Equation (A-4 ). In a rigorous linear stability analysis, 

these coefficieT)ts woulcl he treated as given functions of x and t determined by the 

unperturbed solution v(x,t). The coefficients are then variahle and 6v must be solved for by 
~ . -

numerical procedures. The local linear stability analysis is less rigorous but very useful, as 

has been shown, in obtaining a substantially correct understanding with a minimum of 

computational labor. This method of analysis appears first to have been used by Von 

Neumann and Richtmyer[A-4 1. The stability analyses performed in Sections III and IV, 

however, were rigorous linear stability analyses, which could be analytically performed 

because the coefficients were constant for the particular unperturbed solution under 

consideration. 
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